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Marco Lippi. Course on large-dimensional factor models
1. The course gives a presentation of factor models, thoroughly studied in the last
fifteen years, in which n, the number of variables, and T , the number of observations
for each variable, are of the same order of magnitude, this having the consequence
that the corresponding asymptotic theory has both n and T tending to infinity.
2. Particular attention is devoted to the dynamics of the common components,
and therefore to static, quasi-static and dynamic models, and the corresponding
dimension of the common-factor space.
3. The course also deals with dynamic modeling of the common components. These
are singular stochastic processes, i.e. processes whose rank is strictly less than the
dimension.
4. I analyze the links between factor analysis and VAR models. In particular, I show
that the fundamentalness problem, arising with VAR models, has an acceptable
solution within the factor approach.
5. Lastly, results from a recent paper by myself and coauthors, see [9] below, are
illustrated.
6. I assume basic knowledge of stochastic processes, both scalar and multidimensional, ARMA and VARMA. Some results requiring the frequency-domain approach
can be presented, depending on the audience.
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A basic reading list is the following:
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